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South African design. Ready for the world.
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SA design’s next big thing: NEXT21 showcases all-new, all-local 
homeware and fashion accessories that are ready for the world!  

Now in its 4th edition, the annual NEXT Trade Exhibition is an export development initiative of the 
Craft and Design Institute (CDI). The CDI is a South African non-profit company with two decades of 
success in developing creative people, small businesses and the craft and design sector at large.
 
In previous years, NEXT took the form of a week-long exhibition staged in Cape Town. For 2021, NEXT 
has been re-strategised to give it increased longevity and a wider global reach. For the first time, NEXT 
also takes the form of an innovative online platform that can be accessed by buyers, members of 
the trade and the public from across the globe. The year-long digital exhibition is made possible with 
support from the City of Cape Town and the exhibition is free to access. 

NEXT21 constitutes the first-ever digital expo for the CDI. The online exhibition will showcase a wide 
variety of export-ready producers who will all be launching brand-new, ready-to-order ranges on the 
platform. The participating businesses hail from across the nation and represent the best of South 
African craft and design. Exhibitors include a mix of well-established brands and rising stars such as 
Africa Ignite, Modern Gesture, Design Afrika, Chimpel, Ozzy Eco Décor and Studio Stirling, 
amongst others.
 
All 23 of the NEXT21 exhibitors have been coached through the CDI’s export development programme, 
which has supported over 70 businesses since inception. This programme has been running for several 
years and was initiated and run with the support of the Dutch Centre for the Promotion of Imports from 
Developing Countries (CBI). The programme saw an average of over 50% increase in export sales (from 
2016 to 2018 to European markets). The NEXT Trade Exhibition was launched in 2018 and has grown 
annually. The 2019 and 2020 events drew in dozens of international trade buyers from a diverse array of 
countries such as Denmark, France, Sweden, Italy and the US amongst other countries, many of whom 
travelled to Cape Town specifically for the trade exhibition. 

Says the CDI’s Group CEO Erica Elk: “Last year, the CDI seamlessly converted our training and 
development modules into effective online tools. We’re thus confident that NEXT’s change in format 
from a real-time event to a virtual offering will benefit the exhibitors in many ways, the most pertinent 
being the dramatic increase in potential reach. We are now able to accommodate many more interested 
parties, from many more territories, than ever before. We look forward to seeing the export outcomes 
this change yields and to welcoming the NEXT chapter in which our beautiful South African products 
make their way across the globe!”
 
According to Alderman James Vos, Mayoral Committee Member for Economic Opportunities and Asset 
Management at the City of Cape Town: “It is heartening to see how the City of Cape Town’s strategic 
business partners have pivoted their operations to adapt to the next normal, and the CDI NEXT21 
online initiative is a prime example. Design and innovation are vital for the City’s economic recovery 
after COVID-19, and we will do our part to support the sector. The City not only offers financial 
support to the CDI, but we have collaborated on many other programmes in support of the craft and 
design sector. This partnership has delivered many successes including the training of SMEs, product 
expansion, international exports of locally made South African products and skills development.”

To view the virtual exhibition, visit www.thecdi.org.za/next21.
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Africa!Ignite is a leading rural development agency, based 
in the KwaZulu-Natal province of South Africa. They focus 
on holistic rural enterprise development and support 
for women’s and youth development. Their vision: Rural 
communities with thriving enterprises, well-educated 
children and confident, skilled women and youth who craft 
their own futures and participate equally in a democratic 
society. Their mission: Drawing on proven innovative and 
replicable rural development frameworks, they ignite the 
potential of women, youth and children to enable them to 
become creative, literate, capable and economically active 
citizens.

Africa!Ignite’s art and craft enterprise development 
programme currently supports more than 600 rural craft 
producers in 36 communities across KwaZulu-Natal. The 
focus in the craft sector is two-fold: to build the capacity 
of crafters to effectively produce innovative, marketable 
products inspired by authentic local craft traditions; 
and to facilitate market access for crafters to ensure 
that they earn a sustainable and fair income from their 
craft. Over the last 5 years, Africa!Ignite has generated 
about R5million in income for craft producers, of whom 
more than 95% are women, across KwaZulu-Natal. 
Africa!Ignite’s ongoing support to the crafters includes 
the development and packaging of marketable crafts. 
They aim to provide regular design input from experts to 
ensure the development of demand-oriented products. 
The Ignite Design crafts combine contemporary design 
with the unique characters of Zulu craft heritage. They 
market these products in WOWZULU tourist destinations 
as well as corporate, export and retail markets, including a 
WOWZULU shop in Cape Town.

Africa!Ignite
Bongiwe Mlangeni
+27 82 816 8313
bongiwe@africaignite.co.za
www.ignitedesign.co.za
www.facebook.com/AfricaIgnite/ 
www.instagram.com/africa_ignite/
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African Jacquard
Christine Daron
+27 83 797 2198
Christine@africanjacquard.com 
www.africanjacquard.com 
www.facebook.com/page.AfricanJacquard 
www.instagram.com/africanjacquard/

African Jacquard is the home of innovative and inspiring French / African textiles. They have 
been designing, weaving and producing a diverse range of top-quality homeware textiles, in the 
heart of Cape Town, South Africa, since 2014. 

This story began when French born, Founder and Creative Director of African Jacquard, 
Christine Daron, travelled to Africa 35 years ago. Now residing in South Africa and having 
travelled all over Africa to countries such as Gabon, Congo, Angola and Burkina Faso, her first-
hand experience in these different design cultures are apparent in the patterns created at African 
Jacquard. 

Weaving with 100% French linen and African cotton, not only do they design and manufacture 
their own collection of homeware textiles, but also offer customisation, and can weave designs 
to your specifications. Using the traditional French Jacquard technique, which combines a variety 
of weaving styles into one fabric, they combine true French quality and African design to bring 
you something spectacular. 

At African Jacquard, their mission is to bring delight to the world through the quality and 
grandeur of their textiles, and to evoke desire and appreciation for authenticity and design.

http://www.instagram.com/africanjacquard/ 
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Amelia Jackson Industries is a family owned and run hand weaving 
studio. They buy locally manufactured raw materials, and their weavers are 
artisans that they have trained up over the past 31 years.

They specialise in cotton bathmats and rugs but also weave table linen, 
yoga mats and saddle blankets too. They are able to colour match their 
yarns to fit in with their customers range.

Their customers include Bed & Breakfast accommodations, game lodges 
and hotels in the hospitality industry and they also supply wholesale to 
stores around South Africa, as well as export to clients all around the 
world.

They can handle orders from 10’s to 1000’s of products, and all items are 
machine washable and are durable in order to give years of good use.

Amelia Jackson Industries 
Alan Glasser 
+27 82 409 7347 
+27 21 761 6699
glasser@mweb.co.za 
www.ameliajackson.co.za
www.facebook.com/AmeliaJacksonind/
www.instagram.com/ameliajacksonind/
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Barrydale Hand Weavers takes pride in delivering high-quality hand-crafted products by 
focussing on their people and processes.

They are a people-powered business, doing as much as possible by hand, enabling them 
to create a greater number of job opportunities in their community. They actively minimise 
outsourcing and try to train and develop the individuals already within the business. The 
processes celebrate the preservation of ancient skills and the beauty of the natural materials 
that are used. 

Their supply chain is committed to sourcing all of the raw materials and consumables from 
South Africa. The cotton used for products has been bought from South African textile mills 
that use a high percentage of South African-grown cotton in their blends.

They sell their products to wholesale and retail customers in South Africa and internationally; 
and develop bespoke and exclusive ranges with their wholesale customers at competitive rates 
and with relatively small minimum quantities.

Barrydale Hand Weavers 
Arran Bastable
+27 28 572 1488
+27 72 864 0313
info@barrydaleweavers.co.za 
www.barrydaleweavers.co.za
www.instagram.com/barrydale_hand_weavers/
www.facebook.com/BarrydaleWeavers/
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BRA WEAR

Bili Bra Wear is a South African social enterprise 
addressing social and economic challenges faced in 
South Africa; including township employment, economic 
inclusion, gender inequality and cultural preservation.

Located in Wallacedene, an informal settlement in the 
eastern suburbs of Cape Town, the business recognises 
the unique and colourful elements of our beautiful 
nation. In so doing, their business works to produce a 
comfortable, colourful and a healthy solution for intimate 
wear. Healthy not only to the wearer, but also to the 
environment and its people.

Their team of women design and produce locally-sourced, 
sustainable items including a Bili Bandeau, a Bili Brief, 
and their signature handcrafted, ‘worn to be seen’ Bili Bra 
Straps. These three items can be purchased individually 
or as a custom combination available in sizes XS, S, M, L , 
and XL. And, in a kaleidoscope of colour options.

The wide range of unique beaded bra straps replace 
regular straps with a colourful and comfortable alternative 
thereby preserving South Africa’s cultural heritage 
expressed through innovative beadwork. Beadwork has 
historically been used as a form of communication and Bili 
Bra Wear’s beadwork communicates empowerment.

Bili Bra Wear appreciates the Xhosa saying “umntu 
ngumntu ngabantu” meaning “I am because you are”, 
and therefore crafts special products to mark this truth to 
share it with the world.

Bili Bra Wear 
Lindsay Fisher 
+27 82 375 3993
lindsayf@mweb.co.za 
www.bilibrawear.com
www.facebook.com/BiliBrawear
www.instagram.com/bili_brawear/
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Cape Alpaca Products, which produces the Aymara range, is a unique company run 
by owners Linda and Stephen Nessworthy on their farm near Wellington in the Western 
Cape province of South Africa. The farm has a growing herd of 250 alpaca, an industrial 
mill customised to suit the fine long fibre produced on the farm and a selection of hand 
knitting machines and simple looms.

Great pride is taken in the creation of a wide range of products. The origin is guaranteed, 
with sound farming, animal care and husbandry a cornerstone; and environmental impact 
is carefully considered at each step of the process. Much time is devoted to making small 
batches, hand dyeing yarn and designing unique small run collections. Much of their range 
is hand finished and whilst contemporary, there is a definite hint of the “old school”.

Their throws collection takes advantage of the beautiful palette of natural shades 
produced by the herd as well as the inherent warmth to weight ratio. Hand dyed yarns are 
used to enhance and add interesting detail.

Aymara by Cape Alpaca Products 
Linda Nessworthy 
+27 83 452 8283
linda@quenti.co.za 
www.quentialpacas.co.za
www.facebook.com/quenticapealpaca
www.instagram.com/capealpacaproducts/
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Chic Fusion is a design and manufacturing studio that produces hand felted home décor 
and accessories.

Razaan Jakoet, founder of Chic Fusion, recognised the opportunity felt-making provided. 
She started the business in 2010 and combining her affinity for natural fibres, she succeeded 
in developing a highly visible product for a niche market.

The enterprise has a record of ethical sourcing of materials, of training, employing and 
empowering women from marginalised communities, as well as of pushing boundaries with 
its innovation in hand felted home décor and accessories.

The Chic Fusion range includes wool felted throws and cushions, vases, baskets and bowls 
as well as luxurious silk and wool scarves and shawls.

Chic Fusion 
Razaan Jakoet 
+27 21 447 5137 
+27 83 253 0601
razaan@chicfusion.co.za 
www.chicfusion.co.za 
www.facebook.co.za/chicfusion
www.instagram.com/chicfusiontextiles/

http://www.instagram.com/africanjacquard/ 
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LUXURY LEATHER ACCESSORIES 

Chimpel is a Cape Town based design studio and production house that offers a range 
of quality exotic leather handbags, clutches and small accessories. The inspiration for all 
product designs is the unique texture of ostrich leather the tactile elegance of crocodile skin.

They are inherently African products of the highest craftsmanship. The crocodile back strap, 
which is not commonly used by luxury brands, gives Chimpel products a unique and 
classic feel.

Chimpel
Majda Rabin 
+27 83 235 8565
majda@chimpel.co.za 
www.chimpel.co.za
www.facebook.com/ChimpelM
www.instagram.com/chimpel_southafrica/

https://www.instagram.com/chimpel_southafrica/
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Cotton Tree is a small business, based in Johannesburg, South Africa, that creates beautiful, 
handcrafted cushions with passion.

Cotton Tree is about Handmade, Authenticity, Design, Afri-Scandi, Bespoke, Texture, Simplicity, 
Contemporary, Artisanal, Quality and 100% Cotton.

The cushions are hand knitted, hand embroidered and hand punched in South Africa by a group 
of extremely dedicated women, who pride themselves on delivering a quality, 
authentic product.

They believe strongly in the ability of creativity and working with your hands to “fill your soul, 
still your mind and bring purpose to your life, whilst earning a living”.

Cotton Tree
Cindy Roseveare
+27 83 442 6882
cindy.cottontree@gmail.com 
www.cottontree.co.za
www.facebook.com/cottontreecushions/

http://www.instagram.com/africanjacquard/ 
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Ckho Ceramique, based in Cape Town, specialises in manufacturing wheel thrown / 
handmade ceramics and their products include coffee mugs, tea sets, bowls or dinnerware, 
jugs, jars, vases and planters. 

A strong sense of form is present in the delicate wheel thrown shapes, and the products are 
carved and painted in fine patterns inspired by “iTyali” (a blanket mostly worn by Xhosa women 
in South Africa) and by other environmental and natural patterns. 

The business was established in 2013 and has been growing ever since. They can adapt to any 
client’s needs and make custom items. To many, no matter people’s race or culture, a blanket 
represents warmth and therefore through these iTyali patterns, founder Sikho Mququ describes 
his designs as “clothing the ceramic work”. 

“In the Xhosa culture, women and warmth represent a good home and so we want everyone 
who utilises our creations to have an experience of this.”

Ckho Ceramique
Sikho Mququ
+27 78 527 4261
ckholita@gmail.com
www.ckho-ceramique.business.site/
www.facebook.com/ckhoceramique
www.instagram.com/ckho_mququ/
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Design Afrika
Binky Newman
+27 21 448 9761
+27 83 270 3716
design.afrika.info@gmail.com 
www.designafrika.co.za
www.facebook.com/design.afrika
www.instagram.com/design.afrika/

Since 1995 Binky Newman and Design Afrika have 
been working with rural basket weavers all over Africa. 
Woven sculptural and functional baskets are designed by 
Binky and produced by skilled artisans for the local and 
international markets.

Whilst the ancient craft of traditional basket weaving is 
being revitalised, contemporary and organic designs are 
developed to ensure that basket weaving continues to be 
an integral element of the modern home.

For NEXT21 we are paying homage to our ancestors with 
a totem of special baskets. It is now more important than 
ever to acknowledge the important spiritual and healing 
role these sacred connections play in our lives.
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Eco Furniture Design is one of the leading furniture shops 
and suppliers in South Africa. They are a manufacturer of 
contemporary solid wood furniture with board, glass and 
steel elements.

The solid furniture is stylish, functional and quality 
guaranteed – with more than 10 years in the furniture 
manufacturing industry, they take pride in being a hands-on 
and service-orientated furniture supplier.

Their furniture range includes designs that are both classic 
as well as contemporary, with a unique proudly South 
African signature. 

Bespoke and custom requests are welcome, and they 
supply to offices, as well as commercial and hospitality 
projects and have completed many successful projects.

Eco Furniture Design
Tameron Haralambous
+27 21 827 1336
+27 84 514 6964
tameron@ecofurnituredesign.com 
www.ecofurnituredesign.com 
www.facebook.com/ecofurnituredesign 
www.instagram.com/ecofurnituredesignsouthafrica
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From her studio at the foot of Table Mountain in Cape Town, 
Joanna Orr of Head On Design creates wall-mounted 
African animal sculptures, all of which exude an Afro-chic 
elegance.

A graceful take on traditional hunting trophies, they serve to 
celebrate our wildlife, but without the bloodshed. Each head 
is carefully designed and crafted from specially cut pieces of 
natural, sustainable Bamboo & Birch ply, or a beautiful and 
recycled material called Xanita board.

New products include table decor, bookshelves and side 
tables. Most sculptures come flat-packed with instructions, 
specifically designed taking into consideration space and 
weight.

“We create beautiful decor while still being kind to nature. 
Needing to preserve our natural heritage, Head On 
Design has donated to various recognised conservation 
organisations over the years to help save our magnificent 
rhinos, elephants and lions,” says Joanna.

Head On Design also creates small to large scale 
installations for events. Bespoke pieces and commissions 
are welcome, as well as branded corporate gifts. All 
products are lovingly made in Cape Town.

Head On Design
Joanna Orr
+27 76 762 6084 
jo@headondesign.co.za
www.headondesign.co.za
www.facebook.com/HeadOnDesign/
www.instagram.com/headondesign/
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Macassar Pottery is the focal point of a grassroots business incubation process that turns 
unskilled community members into skilled craftspeople and business owners.

At their community-based centre for ceramic manufacturing and design in Macassar, Cape 
Town, they provide clients with a design-to-delivery service. Their production capacity is up to 
4 000 units per month.

Through the medium of their own ceramic dinnerware ranges, they tell the story of their 
community, where as a social enterprise, they upskill, employ and incubate un-schooled youth. 
Their latest range in particular emerged from pottery classes presented to community members 
– their community’s work was used as inspiration for pieces that are functional, but meaningfully 
so as it reflects the stories, dreams and hopes of the community.

A core strength of the business is versatility, and this is reflected in their client base which 
includes national retailers in South Africa, online stores and local interior shops.

Macassar Pottery
Johan de Meyer
+27 82 747 7104
johan@macassarpottery.com 
www.macassarpottery.com 
www.facebook.com/proudlymacassarpottery 
www.pinterest.com/macassarpottery
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South African designer Jacques Cronje has spent his entire 
career working with wood; initially in technical detailing for 
timber homes and resorts, and since 2007, focusing on the 
design of timber homes and projects via his architectural 
practice, Timber Design.

His growing interest in the rapidly evolving field of digital 
design and fabrication, combined with his love of wood, led 
him to product design in 2012. And, later, to the launch of his 
product design brand, minima, in 2014.

Makers of digitally-cut wooden lighting and furniture, minima 
has created over 30 different styles of pendant lights 
(made from birch-ply or bamboo), a series of occasional 
stools (including the playful Baobab duo), the Modulus 
range of clip-together stools, the award-winning Flow bench 
and more recently the Radius Seating Range, as well as a 
collection of flat-pack desks and bed frames.

minima’s appeal is its simplicity. Using geometry and curved 
forms, pieces clip together like a giant puzzle, allowing 
many of the products to be supplied flat packed for easy 
assembly. From its roots as small home-based business, 
minima is now based in a factory and design studio in 
Muizenberg, Cape Town.

By combining his design sense and use of digital technology 
with a love for wood, Jacques and his dedicated team find a 
deep sense of fulfilment in creating their unique collections 
of lighting and furniture.

minima 
Jacques Cronje 
+27 82 925 0097
info@minima.co.za
www.minima.co.za
www.facebook.com/minimalighting
www.instagram.com/minima_design/
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Modern Gesture believes that in each piece created a story 
is embedded into its materials, capturing the time and care 
engaged in the creation of each item.

This practice ensures that each piece holds its own unique 
characteristics. Throughout the process there is a constant 
conversation happening between the hand of the designer 
and the material being formed.

This conversation leads to a deepening of ones-self, a more 
personal engagement with the material and its final design, 
allowing for a new approach to quality, innovative design 
and simplicity.

The product ranges hold an international appeal without 
losing their local relevance and sentiments. Each product is 
designed to engage attention, and to draw us into a space 
to encounter sensory experiences.

Modern Gesture 
Candice Lawrence 
+27 72 603 1109
clawrence@moderngesture.co.za 
www.moderngesture.co.za
www.facebook.com/ModernGesture
www.instagram.com/modern_gesture/
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Mors is an up-cycle initiative that aims to create a 
sustainable business by collecting non-toxic waste and 
creating beautiful, usable and practical products.

All Mors products are made from recycled material 
and manufactured locally in Cape Town by previously 
disadvantaged women and refugees, affording them the 
opportunity for decent employment. 

This is the value system that Mors design stands by 
and firmly believes in: cleaning the environment, skills 
development and job creation. It’s not just a recycled 
product manufactured from tyre tube, it’s the positive 
impact the sales of our products have on the environment 
and everyone involved in the production.

Mors Design
Raihana Govender
+27 83 786 5645
raihanagov@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/MorsDesignZA/
www.instagram.com/morsdesign/
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Ozzys Eco Décor gives a new life to old tyres and other recyclable materials by creating 
functional and decorative furniture and accessories.

Products include ottomans, coffee tables, side tables, wall clocks, mirrors, lamps, fridge 
magnets and cushions. Ozzys Eco Décor has a truly serendipitous beginning. One day Yolanda 
Msutwana found a stray tire laying in her yard. 

She disposed of it but found another two days later. She began to imagine a better solution 
that would give new life to wasted objects and create a more sustainable future for the 
environment she loves.

Yolanda first created tire ottomans, and they have continued to expand their collection 
through crafting unwanted materials into works of art. Each piece contributes to environmental 
preservation and is named to honour local heritage.

Ozzys Eco Decor
Yolanda Msutwana
+27 83 311 5276
yolanda@ozzydecor.co.za 
www.ozzydecor.co.za 
www.facebook.com/OzzysDecor 
www.instagram.com/ozzys_eco_decor/ 
www.twitter.com/ozzys_eco_decor
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Saks Corner is a Cape Town-based manufacturer and 
designer of solid wood furniture, décor and home wear items. 

Established in 2009, they focus on creating functional, 
well-constructed modern designs without waste.

The furniture is influenced by mid-century styling and combined 
with African patterns, textures and colours.

Saks Corner
Dan Saks 
+27 74 101 7552
info@sakscorner.co.za 
www.sakscorner.co.za
www.facebook.com/sakscorner
www.instagram.com/saks_corner/
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Beautiful hanging swing chairs are the passion of Studio 
Stirling. Each one of their chairs is made by hand and it 
allows for each piece to have individualism and uniqueness 
in some of the pattern detailing due to the variance of 
craftsmanship.

They support products that are created by hand, 
demonstrating the unique skill of the artisan and support 
one-of-a-kind pieces, and variance in design due to the 
process of hand crafting. In a world of homogenised mass 
production, slower designed, handmade products require 
less energy than mass-produced items and often last longer, 
reducing the cycle of waste in our “throw-away” culture.

The chairs are ideal for inside or outside use and look 
gorgeous on a deck, patio, hanging from a branch of a tree 
or anywhere indoors. These swing chairs and loungers are 
loved by adults, children and pets alike, creating the feeling 
of serenity and joy in their cocoon-like shape.

Studio Stirling has been recognised globally for their luxury, 
handmade swing seats, hammocks, loungers and daybeds. 
Most models can come with the option of legs or base 
stand. They are perfect outdoor on any patio, porch, or 
garden space and looks great anywhere indoors. Studio 
Stirling’s’ owner and designer Joanina has an award-winning 
background in visual art, design and advertising but always 
had a passion for furniture, particularly hanging chairs.

“I want to create something that’s functional, but also 
beautiful,” she says. “It works as an extremely comfortable, 
ergonomically designed chair, but I want to create an 
emotional response too. The physical experience of the 
chair, how it changes the way you feel when sitting in it – I 
want to create a sense of well-being.”

Studio Stirling
Joanina Pastoll
+27 83 677 1020
joanina@studiostirling.co.za 
www.studiostirling.co.za 
www.facebook.com/studiostirling
www.instagram.com/studiostirling/
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boniface chikwenhere
unique dr i ftwo od creat ions

Boniface Chikwenhere, founder of Unique Driftwood 
Creations, is inspired by the natural colours, hues and 
textures that wood takes as it erodes. “I draw my inspiration 
from shapes that I see in different objects ranging from 
stones, trees and even clouds,” he says.

“My medium of choice is wood, mainly driftwood, found 
wood and mineralised wood. Each piece that I create is one 
of a kind and can never be copied or reproduced. I use the 
unique patterns formed through aging and water erosion to 
interpret shapes that I believe are already hidden beneath 
the surface of the wood just waiting to be discovered.” 
Boniface sources the special wood from all over Southern 
Africa. The list of countries includes Zimbabwe, Namibia, 
Malawi and South Africa.

“I believe my work is to finish off, or complete what nature 
would have carved through that tree’s lifetime. Depending 
on each species of wood that I am working on, I apply 
specific oils or antique waxes on the finished sculptures to 
bring out the beautiful grains and natural colours that the 
wood has to offer.”

Unique Driftwood Creations 
Boniface Chikwenhere 
+27 78 573 3791
bonisdrift@gmail.com 
exclusivedriftwoodcreations@gmail.com 
www.bonifacechikwenhere.wixsite.com/catalogue 
www.facebook.com/bonifacechikwenheresculptures
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Wren believes that creativity happens when experiences 
are connected. The experiences that led to the creation 
of Wren are driving behind a cement truck and exploring 
a shoe factory. The creative outcome of connecting these 
two experiences is the innovative patent-pending approach 
of the company to making paper stitchable, durable and 
practical.

Wren produces a contemporary range of hand-crafted paper 
lifestyle accessories: laptop bags, device covers and gift 
stationery. All from paper, all 100% South African. Reclaimed 
cement packaging paper is fused with fabric for strength 
and treated to become water-resistant without losing its 
tactile honesty. This highly-successful innovation has led to 
a range of products that combine simplicity of design with 
eco-friendly manufacturing methods.

Wren promotes an ethic of fairness, trust and sustainability 
that has allowed each member of their production team to 
become a proud entrepreneur in their own right. The team 
has flourished and achieved their personal growth goals: 
earning higher wages, owning their own sewing machines 
and to producing quality products that they can be proud of. 

The team is highly skilled and produce work of the highest 
workmanship in close collaboration with Wendren Setzer, the 
company owner. The journey began in 2008 and continues to 
unfold as they discover and make more unusual connections.

Wren
Wendren Setzer
+27 83 947 2995 
desk@thewrendesign.com 
www.thewrendesign.com/ 
www.facebook.com/thewrendesign/ 
www.instagram.com/thewrendesign/
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Zizamele Ceramics 
Toni Burton
+27 84 556 6423
+27 21 783 0513
info@zizamele.co.za
www.zizamele.co.za
www.facebook.com/TheWatershedVandA
www.instagram.com/ceramicszizamele/
 

Zizamele Ceramics started as a government-sponsored 
learnership and during the period the trainees and their 
trainer, Toni Burton, designed and made products which 
were then marketed. They decided to call themselves 
Zizamele Ceramics - Zizamele meaning “to develop”. In 
2008, Zizamele Ceramics was registered as a business; with 
many of the original Zizamele artists still in the group, and 
the business has since grown and employed more staff, as 
well as set up retail outlets in Cape Town.

Zizamele Ceramics has faced many hurdles and obstacles 
to success, but the strength of the group lies in their 
unity and the fact that they resemble the idea behind their 
signature product, the Ubuntu Bowl. On this bowl women 
in traditional Xhosa dress are holding hands in a spirit of 
Ubuntu. “Ubuntu” is an African concept meaning people 
are stronger together than individually. A range of related 
products includes vases, candlesticks, animal shaped 
t-lights, memo-holders, soap and olive dishes. Their “Women 
of Africa” range represents women in traditional dress on 
the Ubuntu Bowls, and the successful ceramic range has 
been expanded into textiles, specifically bags and aprons.

Prestigious stores such as Anthropologie and Crate & 
Barrel in the USA have placed large orders; the Smithsonian 
African Museum in Washington DC ordered 450 items 
recently; and Zizamele also recently shipped 700 items to 
a Fair Trade outlet in the Netherlands, as well as 140 large 
bowls to New York.

Zizamele Ceramics not only creates handmade ceramics in 
the vibrant colours and patterns of South Africa, but it also 
embodies the new national spirit since 1994.
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PRODUCT

South African design. Ready for the world.

With thanks to Workshop17, Cape Town for 
the exhibition venue.


